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This paper is concerned with complemented modular lattices containing

the elements O and 7. The first part treats of homomorphisms of the lattice L,

their existence, determination and invariant properties. The second considers

norms (i.e., sharply positive or, alternatively, strictly monotone modular

functionals) and quasi-norms (i.e., positive or monotone modular functionals)

on L, their interconnections, and necessary and sufficient conditions for their

unicity up to linear transformations.

There are six main parts to the paper, as follows:

1. The homomorphism theorem. The dual concepts of o--ideal and 7r-ideal

are defined for general lattices. Duality is essential throughout the paper.

The C-operator, which takes all elements of a subset of L into their comple-

ments, is introduced, and C-neutral ideals are defined as those which appear

in complementary pairs a, 5. Theorems 1 and 2 state that any C-neutral pair

of ideals determine a congruence in L by means of any one of six equivalent

conditions. These conditions are recognizable as those appearing in Boolean

algebra, but the proof of their equivalence in the general case considered here

is far from trivial, since it requires the fundamental Lemma 7. Theorem 3

states that all congruences are thus obtained from C-neutral ideals. Quotient

lattices L/a are defined, and it is obvious that every homomorph of L is

equivalent to an L/a. For example, consider a regular Carathéodory measure

in a metric space, the measure of the space being 1. In the Boolean algebra of

measurable sets, the sets of measure 0 and measure 1 are complementary

C-neutral ideals, the first a, the second it, and the quotient lattice is iso-

morphic with a sublattice of the Gj's.

2. The preservation of normal ideals under homomorphism. The opera-

tors c„, cT, and ', are defined. By means of the first two we define normal

ideals, the upper and lower segments of MacNeille's cuts, whose main reason

for existence is to make up for the "gaps" when L is not complete. The main

theorem (Theorem 7) states that a homomorphism preserves normality for

ÍOu; and the pre-image of a normal ideal is normal if a is normal. The pre-

liminaries to Theorem 7 state in effect that the operators C, c, and ' preserve

complementary C-neutrality for pairs of ideals, yielding by iteration at most

three pairs from a given a and 5. It follows that normality in our definition

is a proper generalization of Stone's in a Boolean algebra. Lemma 12 gives a

connection between neutrality and distributivity parallel to that for comple-

mentary neutral elements, a, ä.
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3. Ideal reducibility. This concept generalizes that of reducibility. Essen-

tially it means that if L were complete, it would be reducible. L/a is ideally

irreducible if and only if a is maximal (Theorem 8—prime, for 7r-ideals).

4. Relationship between norms and quasi-norms. Every quasi-norm de-

termines a complementary pair of C-neutral ideals, a, 5, the elements whose

quasi-norms are 0 and 1 (Theorem 9); furthermore (Theorem 10) the quasi-

norm determines a norm in L/a, and every quasi-norm is determined by the a

and the norm in L/a.

5. Unicity of norm. If L is reducible, its norm is not unique (Lemma 15).

This result is elementary and is probably well known. The converse is false;

ideal irreducibility is needed. As an example of 4 and 5, since the only irreduc-

ible Boolean algebra is {0,1], the measure function in 1 is unique if and only

if every measurable set is either of measure 0 or of measure 1. The Wilcox-

Smiley continuity conditions on a norm are introduced. Essentially, they say

that none of the gaps in L affects the norm. If a norm satisfies these condi-

tions, then (Theorems 11 and 12) L is ideally irreducible if and only if the

norm is unique, which in turn is true if and only if the complete envelope of L

is irreducible, von Neumann's theorem on the unicity of dimension in a con-

tinuous geometry is needed in the proof.

6. Normality. If a quasi-norm in L satisfies the W.S. conditions, then

(Theorem 13) the ideals determined as in 4 are normal. Hence (Theorem 14)

the quasi-norm is unique, by 3, if and only if a is maximal or prime.

By a w-ideal a in L, we mean a set of elements such that a, b(£a imply

abÇia, and such that a£a, c^a imply c£ct. The dual of this statement defines

a a-ideal. The letters a and b refer exclusively to ideals.

If A ÇZL, then by CA we mean the set of all complements of all the indi-

vidual aGA. If A = {a}, we write Ca instead of CA. Note that CCA 3^4. By

means of Lemma 2 below, it is easy to see that if a is a ir-ideal, Ca is the set of

all x for which xa = 0 for some a£a; the dual statement holds for tT-ideals.

We call a a C-ideal if Ca is a it- or tr-ideal. Note that if a is a C-ideal and

a fl--ideal, then Ca is a cr-ideal, and vice versa.

We shall never use a ' to indicate a complement of an element. On the

other hand, a bar over a letter will always indicate that we have before us a

uniquely determined complement.

An ideal a is called neutral (the terminology is due to G. Birkhoff, p. 59,

footnote) if a'Get whenever a£a and a' has a common complement with a

(i.e., whenever a and a' are perspective, and hence projective) ; in other words,

a is neutral if CCaQa. Thus, a is neutral if and only if it is CC-closed, i.e.,

CCa = a. Notice that in this definition Ca need not be an ideal. We leave the

relationship between neutral and C-ideals an open problem and define a

C-neutral ideal as a neutral ideal which is also a C-ideal.

It is easy to see that for principal ideals, a(a) is neutral if and only if a

is neutral, which is the case if and only if a(a) is a C-ideal. For principal ideals
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the C-ideals and the neutral ideals are the same. Only Lemmas 3 and 6 below

are needed to prove these statements.

If a is C-neutral, we write 5 instead of Co.. If a is neutral, we write à for

its unique complement. By the complement of a in b, where a<b, we mean

the complement of a in L(0, b); dually, by a complement of a over b, where

a>b, we mean a complement of a in L(b, I).

Lemma 1. If a^b^c^d and r is a complement of b in L(a, c) and s is a

complement of c in L(a, d), then rs is a complement of b in L(a, d). Dually, we

get a corresponding theorem using a^b^c^d, r+s, and L(c, a), L(d, a).

For, by hypothesis, we havea^r = c, a^s^d, b-\-r = a,br = c, ands+c = a,

sc = d; hence,

d — sc = s(rb) = (rs)b,

and

b + rs = rs + b(s + c) = rs + bs + c = (rs + c) + (bs -\- c)

= r(s + c) + b(s + c) = r + b = a.

Lemma 2. If xa = 0, then there is a & G Ca with b^x.

For, let zE_C(x-\-a); then the dual of Lemma lwith 0^a^x-\-a^I,xior r,

and s for 5, gives us x-\-z(E.Ca.

Lemma 3. If a, a'(ECb and a' ¿*a, then a=a'.

For, since I = a'-\-b and 0 = ab, a = a(a'+b) =a'-\-ab=a'.

Lemma 4. If x^a and bÇ^Ca, then there is a y G Cx for which y^b.

For, since ab = 0, xb^ab — O. It therefore follows, by Lemma 2, that there

is a y G Cx with y = 2>.

Lemma 5. If ai ¿ a2 ̂  a3 and b\ ̂  b3 with bi G Ca„ then there is a b2 G Ca2 with

b\ =2>2^¿>3.

For, by Lemma 4, we may take c2^bi with c2GCa2 and b2 = b3-\-a3c2^ ¿i.

Then

a2 -\- b2 = a2 + a3c2 + h = a3(a2 + c2) -\- b3 = a3 -\- b3 = I,

and

02&2 ^ Û3&2 = a3(b3 + a3c2) = a3¿»3 -f- a3c2 = a3c2;

so that a2b2^a3c2a2 = 0. Consequently <z2¿>2 = 0.

Lemma 6. Ifb^a and a is neutral, then c^tdfor any c^Cb. Dually, if b}za

and a is neutral, then c¿ âfor any cÇiCb.

For äb^äa = 0 and I = b+c. Hence ä = äb + äc = äc. In the dual, note that

for neutral elements â we have ä= (ä + b)(d-\-c).
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Lemma 7. If ais a C-neutral w-ideal, then for any x£L and ¿Go, any com-

plement of tx in x is in a. Dually, if a is a C-neutral a-ideal, then, for any x£L

and ¿Get, any complement of t-\-x over x is in â.

For let m be a complement of tx in x and y£Cx; then an application of

Lemma 1 to O^tx^x^I gives u+y(EC(tx). It follows that 0 = tx(u+y)

= t(uA-xy)=tu. Hence w£â.

Theorem 1. If a is a C-neutral ir-ideal and 5 = Ca, then the following rela-

tions between a and b are equivalent :

1. There is a ¿Get with ab = (a-\-b)t.

1'.  There is a w£3 with a-\-b=ab-\-u.

2. There is a ¿Ga with at = bt.

2'.  There is a w£a with a-\-u = b-\-u.

3. There is a /Ga and a m£5 with a = bt-\-u.

3'.  There is a ¿G5 and a «Ga with a = (b-\-t)u.

By duality, we need only consider the proofs that 1' follows from 1, and

that 1 implies 2, which in turn implies 3, which finally implies 1.

In proving that 1' follows from 1, we may assume that there is a /£a for

which ab = (a-\-b)t, and must find a k£5 for which a + b — ab + u. Using a-\-b

for x in Lemma 7, let « be a complement of (a-\-b)t in a-\-b; wG5. Hence

ab-\-u=a-\-b.
Condition 2 follows from 1 : at = a(a-j-b)t = aab = ab = bab = b(a-\-b)t = bt. To

show that 2 implies 3, let u be a complement of at in a; a = bt-\-u. But, by

Lemma 7 «65.
The proof that 3 implies 1 presents the greatest difficulty. We are given a

¿£a for which a = bt-\-u, where «£a, and must find an element of awhich

gives ab when multiplied by a + b. Since a = bt + u, a+b = b + u. Applying

Lemma 7 to b + u over b yields a /i£u with (b+u)ti = b, i.e., (a-\-b)tx = b. Now

apply Lemma 7 toa —bt + u over bt; we get a/2£a for which at2 = (bt+u)t2 = bt.

Another application of Lemma 7, this time to bt under b, gives us a w2£u with

atï-\-u2 = bt + U2 = b. It follows that a-\-b = a + u2. This permits us a final

application of Lemma 7, to a-\-u2 over a, providing a /36a for which

(a-T-b)t3— (a-\-U2)h = a. Using this last equation with the corresponding ex-

pression for b (from our first use of Lemma 7), we get (a+b)tit3 = (a + b)h(a + b)h

= ba, where/1/3 G a since/1, /3 Go-

Theorem 2. Define a = b to mean that any one of the six equivalent conditions

of Theorem 1 holds between a and b. Then = t's a congruence relation, the ele-

ments = 1 form a, and the elements =Oform a.

For, since al = al, a = a; if at = bt, then bt = at, so that a = b implies b=a.

If a = b=c, then ah = bti and Z>¿2 = c¿2, where i.G«; it follows that W2Gû and

aht2 = ctit2. Hence a = c.
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Suppose a = b and c=d. On the one hand at\ = bti, ct2 = dt2, where (¡Ga;

WîGa and act\t2 = bdt\t2, hence ac=bd. On the other hand, a-r-Ui = b-\-Ui,

c+u2 = d+u2, where«¿G5;«i+W2G5and (a+c)-\-(ui-\-u2) = (b->s-d)-sr(ui-\-u2),

hence a-\-c = b-\-d.

Finally, a = I, at = It for some i£a, at = t for some /Get, a^t for some /G<J,

and a£a are equivalent conditions.

Theorem 3. 7/ 8 is a congruence in L, then the set of elements =1 is a

C-neutral ir-ideal a, and the set of elements =0 is the C-neutral a-ideal a, and 8

is the same as the congruence determined by a (or a) in Theorem 2. (This is an

amplification of Birkhoff's Theorem 4.3.)

If a = 7 and &=a, then b = I; if a = 7 and ¿» = 7, then ab = I; hence the ele-

ments = 7 form a 7r-ideal, a; the dual statement holds for the elements =0.

But if a = I and ab = 0, then 0 = ab = lb = b; hence the elements =■ O form the

set Co.. which is therefore an ideal, and a is a C-ideal; but dually we have

a = CCa, so that a is neutral. Now if a = b(8), then ab = a+b(8); take t a com-

plement of ab in a-\-b, so that ab+t — a-\-b, and abt = 0; condition 1' of Theo-

rem 1 then follows, since /= (a-\-b)t^abt = 0. Hence a = b(a). If a = b(a), then

there is a «Go for which a-\-u = b-\-u; u = 0(8), hence a = a-\-u = b-{-u=b(8).

Corollary. If L is a complemented modular lattice, then the congruences

in L are in (1,1) correspondence with the C-neutral ir-ideals (a-ideals) in L.

The proof is obvious.

If a is C-neutral, we define Aa to mean the set of all x =a(a) ; we also define

L/a to mean the set of all Aa, where Aa-\-Ab = Aa+b, AaAb = Aah, and hence

Aa^Ab if and only if ab=a(a). Note that L/a is a complemented, modular

lattice with A0 and Aj for O and 7. A* is defined to mean the set of all Aa for

which aÇzA.

Corollary. If L is a complemented, modular lattice and is homomorphic

to the lattice L', then L' has an O and I, the elements of L homomorphic to O form

a C-neutral a-ideal a, those homomorphic to I form 5, and L' is isomorphic

to L/a.

The proof is obvious, since "a and b have the same homomorph" is a con-

gruence relation.

Lemma 8. If d*Ç^Ca*, then there is a bÇ^Cafor which b*=d*. The converse

is obvious.

For if the congruence ideals are a, 5, the first being a cr-ideal, then

(ad)* = a*d* = 0*, i.e., adÇ^a. Take tÇzCad, so that /G5; then dt=d, and

a(dt) = (ad)t = 0. By Lemma 2 there is a b^dt with ¿>GCa; therefore

b = b+dt = b+d and consequently b* = (b+d)* = b*+d*. Thus b*^d* and

b*, d*GCo*. We may now apply Lemma 3 in L*=L/a to give b*=d*.
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Theorem 4. There is a (1, 1) correspondence between the ideals of L, b^a,

and the ideals of L*, <B, given by

(1) « = 6*.    b = U b*.

Thus, if b* = b2* and b,2<J, then bi=b2. This correspondence is also (1, 1) for

the C-neutral ideals.

In our proof we may restrict ourselves to 7r-ideals. Let the ideal fiDa,

&Gb, and d = b; then dt = bt for some ¿Ga£b. Hence d^dt = bt^.b, so that

¿Gb. Thus any ideal 2 a contains complete congruence classes, and (1) fol-

lows. If a*^b* and b*(E.b*, then (ab)* = a*b* = b*, and ab = b; there is conse-

quently a /Go with abt = bt. It therefore follows that a^btÇzb, aÇ£b, and

a*Eb*. If a*, b*Eb*, then ab£b, and a*è* = (oô)*Gb*. Thus b* is an ideal.

If <B is an ideal in L* and (1) holds, then b is an ideal ~^a = I*, since 7*6*6»

and the typical argument holds, namely: if bu b2(E.b, then efG® so that

(WG®, and hence M>2Gb; if èiàtSGb, then 2>í fcWG*. WG<B, and con-
sequently èiGb.

Suppose b is C-neutral. Then Cb*= the set of C6* = the image of the Cb

(by Lemma 8) = (Cb)*; since Cb is a <r-ideal, so is Cb* by the dual of the pre-

ceding; it follows that b* is a C-ideal.

The dual argument yields CCb* = C(Cb)* = (CCb)* = b*;b* is C-neutral.

The same reasoning gives: if b* is C-neutral, (Cb)* is an ideal, and

b* = CCb* = (CCb)*; hence to prove b C-neutral, we have only to show that

the pre-images of (Cb)* and (CCb)* are Cb and CCb; i.e., that if xGCb and

y =x, then y(E.Cb, and if x(E.CCb and y =x, then yGCCb. If xGCb and y = x,
then y*=x*€E.Cb*. Lemma 8 then gives us an aGCy for which a = b. Thus

yGCa and aÇ.b. Hence yÇzCb and Cb is an ideal. The dual argument makes

CCb an ideal. Now CCb^a, so that, since b* = (CCb)*, CCb = b.

If A ÇZ,, we define c„A to mean the set of all iGL ^ every a(EA, and cT^4

to mean the set of all x£L^ every aÇiA. A tr-ideal (7r-ideal) is normal^) if

a = c„c,a (a = cTc,a).

The c,i4, tv4 are normal. The normal ideals of either type form the com-

plete envelope of L, being the lower and upper segments of MacNeille's cuts.

Lemma 9. o = g.l.b. a* if and only i/aGc„â;o = l.u.b, a* ifand only if a(E.cTa,

where a is a C-neutral a-ideal. If bÇ^Ca, then o=g.l.b. a* if and only if

&-l.u.b. b*.

The proof divides naturally into three parts:

1. If flGcô and b=a, then there is a /Gä for which at = bt; since a^t,

it follows that a = bt and a iS b.

(*) For the introduction of these ideas see the author's abstract 45-1-17; Wilcox and

Smiley's Metric lattices in Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 40 (1939), and §33 in Birkhoff.
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2. If a=b implies a^b, then for any ¿Go we have, as a consequence of

a = at,a^at; thus a = at, and a^t.

3. Suppose a = g.l.b. a* and bÇ.Ca, but ¿>?¿l.u.b. ¿>*, so that part 2 permits

us to say that there is a uÇ^a with b+u>u. By Lemmas 3 and 4 there is an

ai<a with b+u(E.Cai. It follows that aie = 0 and ai+i>=ai + i>+M = 7; hence

Lemma 8 yields an a2Ç^Cb for which 0-2=0-1, say a2t = ait with ¿G5. Then

a2¿^Oi<a. But

a = a(b + 02) = a(b + (M) = aô + 02/ = arf.

This contradicts the fact that a=g.l.b. a*.

The proof is then completed by appealing to duality.

Corollary. Cc, = cwC, CcT = c„C. In other words, for any C-neutral a-ideal

a we have

Cc„â = cTa,      CcTa = c„Ca = c„5.

For Lemma 9 gives us: if bÇ_Ca, then aGco if and only if bÇ_cTa. Hence

c„a and cTa are complementary C-ideals.

Theorem 5. If ais a C-neutral a-ideal, then c„5 and cTa are complementary

C-neutral ideals, and cTc„â and c„cTa are complementary C-neutral normal ideals

containing S and a, respectively.

For caa, cTa are C-ideals, and

CCcra = Ccaa = crCâ = cTa;

dually for c,a; hence cra and c„5 are complementary C-neutral ideals for any

C-neutral a, 5. Applying this to cTa and c„S instead of ô and a, we get the re-

maining parts of the theorem.

With Stone we define : if A ÇL, then by A' we mean the set of all ¿>G7- for

which

Case 1. ab = 0 for all aÇ^A if A is a a-ideal.

Case 2. a+b = I for all aÇ_A if A is a w-ideal.
Note that this operation is a polarity (see Birkhoff §32), so that, similarly

to c„ and c,, we have: If AÇ.B, then

A'^B', A ÇA", A'" = A'.

Theorem 6. If a is a C-neutral a-ideal, then

a' = câ = (c,a)" = (ccTa)'

and

a" = (câ)' = (cacra)" = cccTa.

We will prove part of the theorem directly and will obtain the rest by con-

tinued application of the polarity properties.
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1. If vÇica and uÇzC,cTa, take wGCu. Then w(E.c*a, so that « = w; there-

fore uv^wv = 0, and v^(cac^a)', uÇ:(ca)'; i.e.,

c„â ç (c,cTa)',       c„cTa ç (c„ä)'.

2. If v G a, let /£ â and let u be a complement of n/ in p; by Lemma 7 we

have «Get and v = vt-\-u. Now uv = 0, therefore u = uv = 0, v = vt, and hence

zj = 2. It therefore follows that i>GCrö and a'Ccä.

3. We now have a'Qc„âÇZ(c„cTa)' and w,aÇ(c,â)'; the last yields

(ccâ)"Ç.(c„cTa)', hence

a' Ç caa Ç (c„â)" £ (cv^a)';

therefore

a" 3 (c,a)' 3 (c„cTa)" 2 cca.

Now use cca in the preceding instead of a:

(c„a)' Ç c„c*a Ç (c.cTa)" Ç (c„ä)',

M)w 2 (cca)' 2 (ca)" 2 eJL

If we match the last four statements in pairs, we get

a" D cca = (c,cTa)" = (c,â)',

a' Q ccâ ç (c„ä)" = (c,c*a)'.

But aÇZc„c*a; hence a'^_(cacTd)' and a"ÇZ(cacra)", giving the theorem.

Corollary. A C-neutral ideal is normal if and only if o = a".

The proof is obvious.

In a Boolean algebra all elements are neutral, so that CCv4 —A for all

AÇZL; if a isa tr-ideal and x, yGCa, then x+yGa, and xyGCa, and any ideal

is C-neutral. Thus our definition of normality is a proper generalization of

Stone's (a" = a) in a Boolean algebra. Henceforth we may write a' for c„5,

a" for c¿Ta, 5' for cTa, and a" for cTcca.

Lemma 10. If bi = b2(a) and bi = b2(a'), then bi = b2. Similarly for a' and a".

For take a3 complementary to bj>2 in bi+b2: a3bib2 = 0, a3 + bib2 = bi-\-b2.

Now bib2 = bi = bi + b2 by either ideal, hence 03 = 03(61+62) =a3bib2 = 0 by either

ideal, i.e., a3Gana', so that a3 = 0. Thus 6i¿»2^¿i =í¿1+62 = 61Ö2, hence

bi = bjb2 = b2.

Lemma 11. If a'Ga', then x=a' if and only if x=a-\-a' with a(Ea;

a'+ai = a'+a2 */ and only if ai=a2, so that (a')* is isomorphic with a by

a'-\-a<->a.

For there is a ¿Gä with xt = a't = a'. Let a be a complement of xt in x.
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By Lemma 7 s£a and hence x =xt-\-a =a'-\-a. If a'-\-ai = a'-\-a2 with a.Gct,

then a\-\-a2Çza, and therefore

ai = «i + a'(ai + a2) = (ai + a')(ar + «2) = (a2 + a')(ai + «2)

= a2 + a'(ai + «2) = #2-

Lemma 12. For any a£it, a'Ga' awd xGT, we /iaz>e x(a+a-') = xa+xa'.

For x(a+o')=xö'Gtt'; hence Lemma 11 yields an diGa for which

x(a-\-a') =xa'-\-a\. Thus xa=<Zi(a'). But xa = ai(a), since both are in a. Con-

sequently, by Lemma 10, ai = xa.

We now define A+B to mean the set of all a-\-b with a(E.A, b£zB. Simi-

larly for AB.

Lemma 13. If b is a C-neutral ideal Do, then a-\-b' is a C-neutral a-ideal

with ab' as its complement, and (a+b')' = a'i^b".

For 6'Ça' and (ai+b{) + (a2 + b¿) = (a.i+a2) + (b{+b2')\ if x^a + b', since

è'Gb'Ça', Lemma 12 gives x=x(a-\-b') =xa+xb', with xa^a, xô'Gb'- Thus

a + b' is an ideal. Now let x(E.Ca+b'. Since a + b'=b'Ç.b'Ç,a', and since, by

Lemma 4, we may take xí=/'GC¿>', it follows that /'G£>' and x = t'. Thus there

is an aiGn for which x+ai = ¿'+ai = /', since h'Ça'. But x+ai over x

has a complement ¿Go by Lemma 7; hence x = £¿'G5b'. It follows that

C(ab')Ça + b', and, dually that C(a + b')Çab', so that CC(a+b')Ça + b',

and dually for ab'; thus âb' = CCâb'ÇC(a + b')Çab', and the first statement

follows.

If xGu'C\b", then xa = 0 and xb'= 0 for all a, b'; by Lemma 12,

x(a+b')=0, and xG(ct + b')'.

Finally, if x(a + b') = 0, then xa = xb' = 0, and x(Ea'i~^b", q. e. d.

Corollary. If b is a C-neutral ideal Da, then (b")* = (a+b')*'.

For if x*G(b")*, then xGb" by Theorem 4, since b"^a"^a. Therefore

x6' = Ofor all 6'Gb'. Hence x(a+o')=0 for all a G a and b'Gb'. Consequently,

x*(a + b')* = (x(a + b'))* = 0*

and hence x*G(a+b')*'.

If x*G(a + b')*', then as before, x(a+b')=0, and xb' = 0 for all b'Eb'; but

xè'Gb'Ça' and Lemma 10 gives xb' = 0. Hence xÇE.b", and x*G(b")*.

Lemma 14. If a is normal and bx^a for all ¿>Gb, then ô"xGu for all

b"<Eb".

For a'bx = 0 for all a'G a' and b(Eb; hence a'xGb' for all a'G a'; therefore

b"a'x = 0 for all b"<Eb" and o'Ga', so that è"xGct" = a for all è"Gb".

Corollary. If a is normal and b is a C-neutral ideal 3d, then b*' = b"*'.

The proof is obvious.
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Theorem 7. If a is a C-neutral ideal and b is a C-neutral ideal 2a, then:

1. If b is normal, so is b*.

2. If ais normal and b* is normal, so is b.

3. // a is normal, the correspondence of Theorem 4 preserves normality in

both directions.

For 1. By the corollary to Lemma 13, if b is normal, then b* = (b")*

= (a + b')*', so that b* is normal.

2. By the last corollary, if a is normal and b* is normal, then, using the

first part of the proof, (b")* = (b")*" = (b*)" = b*. Hence, by Theorem 4,

b" = b.
3. The proof is now obvious.

We note that it is not hard to show, using Lemma 3 in L(a, I) and Lemma

9, that a* can have a g.l.b. a and an l.u.b. if and only if a is principal; and that

L/a is isomorphic with a' if and only if a', and hence a, is principal. It also

follows (using b = a in Lemma 13) that

(a + a')'={0},       (5a')'={/},       (a + a')" = ¿,       (ââ')" = L,

so that a-\-a' is normal if and only if a + a' =L, which is possible if and only

if a is principal (for a'Cm" = {O}). Thus a + a' is not normal if a is not prin-

cipal, even if a is normal. In Stone's terminology, a + a' is a barrier ideal in

such a case. Stone has pointed out that the homomorphism L—*L* need not

preserve normal ideals (we have needed b2a to obtain such a correspond-

ence). Indeed, using b = a in the corollary to Lemma 13 we see that, if a is

normal, (a + a')*' = (a")* = a* — 0*, so that (a')* is not normal if ais not prin-

cipal (we have already seen that a + a' is not normal, so that we are not con-

tradicting Theorem 7), for (a + a')* = (a')*, and hence (a')*"=L*; but

(a')*=Lonly if a + a' = L.

L is called ideally irreducible if it contains no normal C-neutral (7-ideal

(7r-ideal) 9^0" or I' (0T or Ir). Every ideally irreducible L is also irreducible.

If L is complete, the two concepts coincide.

Theorem 8. If a is a normal C-neutral a-ideal (w-ideal) 7*0°, I' (0", I"),

then L/a is ideally irreducible if and only if a is maximal (prime) in the partially

ordered set of normal C-neutral a-ideals (ir-ideals).

This is an obvious consequence of Theorem 7.

By a quasi-norm on L, r(x), we mean a positive (or monotone) modular

functional. If it is sharply positive, we call it a norm. It is called normalized

if r(O)=0, r(/) = l.

Theorem 9. If r(x) is a normalized quasi-norm, then the set of xÇ_L for

which r(x) = 1 is a C-neutral -w-ideal 5, and a is the set of all xG-L for which

r(x)=0; furthermore, a=b(a) if and only if r(ab)=r(a+b). (This is an ex-

tension of Lemma 1 in §87, Birkhoff.)
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The proof falls into seven sections.

1. If x^y and r(y) = 1, then r(x) ^r(y) = 1, so that r(x) = 1. If r(x) =r(y)

= 1, then r(x-f-y) = 1, so that

r(xy) = r(x) + r(y) - r(x + y) = I.

Thus à is a 7T-ideal.

2. If y<E.Cx, then

1 = r(I) = r(x + y) = r(x) + r(y) - r(xy) = r(x) + r(y).

3. If y, y'GCx, then r(y) = 1 — r(x) =r(y').

4. If xGñand x'E.CCx, then, r(x') =r(x) = 1; CCaQa.

5. If xGCy, then xG5 if and only if r(y) =0, by 2. Since, by the dual of 1,
the latter class is a cr-ideal, Co is a o--ideal.

6. By 4 and 5, 5 is C-neutral, and a is the set of x with r(x) =0.

7. If a=è(a), then a + b=ab + u where «Go. But r(u) =r(abu) =0. There-

fore r(a-\-b) = r(ab + u) =r(ab)-\-r(u) — r(abu) =r(ab). If r(ab)=r(a + b), take u

a complement of a¿> in a + b: a+b = ab + u, abu = 0; then

r(a + b) = r(aô) -f- r(«) — r(abu) = r(aô) + r(u)

so that r(u)= 0, wga, and a+6=oô(a).

Corollary. 7/ a = b(a), then r(a)=r(b). If a<b and r(a)=r(b), then

a=b(a).

To prove the first part, suppose a = b(a). Then

ab ^ <ji ^ a + b

yields

r(aJ)-   lr(6j   - f(a + b) = r(ab)''

hence r(a)=r(ab)=r(b).

As for the second, let « be a complement of a in b: b = a+u, au = 0; then

r(a) =r(b) =r(a)+r(u), r(u) =0, «Go, and a = ¿>(a).

Theorem 10. If r(x) is a quasi-norm in L, then r(x*) =r(x) is a norm in

L*=L/a, and every norm in L* determines a quasi-norm in L by r(x) =r(x*).

There is a (1, 1) correspondence between the norms of L* and the quasi-norms

of L which determine a.

The result is obvious except for the fact that r(x*) is sharply positive: if

x*<y, then x*y*=x*¿¿y*, so that xy = x and Xfày; there is then a (Ga for

which xyt = xt, xt<y, and hence xt^y. By the above corollary we must then

have r(x) =r(xt) <r(y), and consequently r(x*)<r(y*).
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Lemma 15. Ifa^O or I is a central (i.e., complemented and neutral) element

in L (which need not be complemented) and r(x) is a normalized norm in L, then

there is another normalized norm in L which differs from r(x) either on a or on d.

For choose the numbers m and m so that m-\-m = \, m>0,m>0, and

m^m. Each x = ax-\-äx. Define

R(x) = mr(ax) + mr(dx).

Then 1(0) =0 and

R(I) = mr(a) + mr(d) < r(a) + r(d) = 1.

If x<y, then axrSay and äx^äy, and at least one of the equality signs does

mr(ax) + mr(dx) < mr(ay) + mr(dy) = R(y).

mr(ax) + mr(dx) + mr(ay) + mr(dy)

m[r(ax + ay) + r(axy)] + m[r(dx + dy) + r(dxy)]

m[r(a(x + y)) + r(axy)] + m[r(d(x + y)) + r(äxy)]

R(x + y) + R(xy).

Hence f(x) = R(x)/R(I) is a normalized norm over L. Now P(a) =mr(a) and

.R(â) =twr(o); therefore r(a) =f(a) if and only if m = R(I), and r(d) =f(â) if and

only if m = R(I). Since m^m, both cannot be true at the same time.

Corollary. If the normalized quasi-norm r(x) in the Boolean algebra L de-

termines the a-ideal a, then r(x) is uniquely determined by a if and only if a is

prime.

For L/a is a Boolean algebra, so that if it contains other elements be-

side 0 and /, they will be central elements; in such a case f(x*) and hence

r(x) would not be unique. Hence, if r(x) is unique, L/a = {0*, I*}, and a must

be prime, since L = aKJa'. Conversely, if a is prime, r(x*) must be unique (note

that r(O*)=0and r(I*) = 1) and r(x) is uniquely determined by a.

Wilcox and Smiley(2) have given continuity conditions on a norm of L

sufficient to assure isomorphism between the complete envelope L and the

metrically complete envelope of L. Their conditions imply that if aa-^A and

ba-^>B, then r(aa)^>r(A), a„+6„—>A-\-B, and so on. With these conditions,

MacNeille's problem(3) is answered in the positive: L is modular, since it

possesses a norm. Because of the existence of 0 and / in our lattices, the

W.S. conditions reduce to the following definition.

01 Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 40 (1939), p. 309.

(') See Birkhoff's Lattice Theory, American Mathematical Society Colloquium Publica-

tions, vol. 25, 1940, p. 146 (3).

not hold. Thus

R(x) -

Also

R(x) + R(y) =
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A norm or quasi-norm in a lattice is called W.S. if for every 0(ZA Ç7, we

have

l.u.b. r(a) for a G A = g.l.b. r(b) for ¿> G cTA,

and

g.l.b. r(a) for a G A = l.u.b. r(b) for ¿> G <vl.

Theorem 11. If the complemented modular L has a W.S. norm, then L is

ideally irreducible if and only if its complete envelope, L, is irreducible.

For suppose that L is reducible with central element A and complement

A 9^0, I. Then LC\c„A and LC\cTA are normal. Since L is dense in L\

A = Z (L r\ c,A) = IT (L K CrA),

so that

LC\c,A ^ 0", I'.

By Lemma 6 (which does not require complementation), LC\c„A and LC\crA

are complementary C-neutral ideals. Hence L is ideally reducible.

Conversely, if L is ideally reducible with a^O", I" a normal C-neutral

«■-ideal, then a' = c,a and a' = cra by Theorem 6 and its dual. Hence

2°' =Zc<r5=IIa and TTa' =TTctQ =y^a by the following continuity argu-
ment and its dual: every a'iS every ä, therefore 2^u' =2Zca5^na; but

'(£*') = l-u.b. r(a') = g.l.b. r(*) = r(I[fi);

hence ^2a'=Yla = A, say, and Yla=U.&'.=A- Now if aj Î A and a„ 1 A,
where aa' Go' and aaGa, then O = aaaa'-^>AA. Consequently AA=0 and

dually A+1 = 1.
By Lemma 12, x(a„-|-a0') =xa0+*a„' ; hence x(A+A) = x^4+x.4 for every

xEL; therefore, finally, X(A+2)=XA+XA for every XEL. Thus

X + Y = XA + XI + YA + YA~,

and, since L is modular,

A(X + Y) = AX + AY,

and

2(X +Y) =AX + AY.

Consequently A and A are complementary central elements. L is therefore

reducible, q.e.d.

Theorem 12. If L is a complemented modular lattice with a W.S. norm, r(x),

and a is a normal C-neutral a-ideal^O' or 1°, then there is another norm, s(x),

differing from r(x) either on a or on a'.
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For by Theorem 11, ^a is central in L. Hence Lemma 15 applies in L,

and s(x) specializes to another norm for L (which is a sublattice of L).

Corollary. If L is a complemented modular lattice with a W.S. norm, r(x),

then r(x) is uniquely determined (except for linear transformation) if and only

if L is ideally irreducible.

For L fulfills von Neumann's continuity conditions (see Wilcox and

Smiley). Hence, if L is irreducible, it is a continuous geometry, and von

Neumann's theorem tells us that r(x) is unique. The converse follows from

Theorems 11 and 12.

Theorem 13. // the complemented modular L has the W.S. quasi-norm,

r(x) whose determined ideal is a, then a is normal.

For 5' = c*a. Therefore

c,a' = cccTa = a",

and hence two applications of the continuity conditions yield

l.u.b. r(a") = g.l.b. r(d') = l.u.b. r(a) = 0.

Thusr(a")=0, and a" = a.

Theorem 14. If L is a complemented modular lattice having r(x) as a W.S.

quasi-norm, and if the determined a-ideal is a, then a uniquely determines r(x)

if and only if it is maximal (prime for the w-ideal) among the normal C-neutral

ideals.

By the preceding results we have only to show that r(a*) is a W.S. norm

in L/a. If A*QL/a and

«GcW a*,

then x= every aSa*£.A*, so that xÇ£x*Q\JcrA*. Thus c-KKJA*QSJc*A*.

Similarly, c<SJA*C\Jc,,A*. Consequently,

l.u.b. r(a*) for a* G A* = l.u.b. r(a) for a G U A*

= g.l.b. r(b) foriGcxUi*

=■ g.l.b. r(b) for b G U cTA*

= g.l.b. r(b) for b* G cTA*.

The opposite inequality is obvious. Since the dual follows similarly, we have

our result.

Columbia University,
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